A CURATED BOOK COLLECTION OF FIRST EDITION BIOGRAPHIES, AND ASSORTED ODDS AND ENDS
ALL IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
WITH BRIGHT, INTACT DUST JACKETS

1. SOLD
$40.00

2. Baker, Jean H. MARY TODD LINCOLN A BIOGRAPHY. New York: W.W. Norton & Company, (1987); 429p; signed by author; dj, later printing; excellent.
$25.00

$35.00

$175.00

5. SOLD

6. SOLD
Bullard, Lauriston. LINCOLN IN MARBLE AND BRONZE. New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, (1952); 353p; dj, v.g.
$75.00


8. SOLD
$45.00

$50.00

$90.00

$295.00

12. SOLD
Chernow, Ron. WASHINGTON: A LIFE; New York. The Penguin Press, 2010; 904p; First Ed; dj, excellent. Signed bookplate; last page pasted to endsheet. Pulitzer Prize winner!
$275.00

13. SOLD
$25.00

$150.00

$150.00

16. SOLD
$40.00

$125.00

$275.00
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20. Harris, William C. LINCOLN’S RISE TO THE PRESIDENCY. University Press of Kansas, (2007); 412p; First Ed.; dj, excellent. $45.00
21. SOLD
22. Hendrick, Burton J. LINCOLN’S WAR CABINET. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1946; 482p; dj, excellent. $35.00
23. House, M. L. LINCOLN’S EDUCATION AND OTHER ESSAYS. New York: Bookman Associates, (1957); 356p; dj, excellent. $25.00
24. SOLD
26. Johannesson, Robert W. STEPHEN A. DOUGLAS. New York: Oxford University, 1973; 993p; dj, excellent. Still our favorite biography of Lincoln’s nemesis. $95.00
27. Jones, Virgil Carrington. THE CIVIL WAR AT SEA. NY: 1960. 1st ed., 3 vols., illus., maps eps. A comprehensive history of both navies. V.g.; each in dj; vol. 1 wk hngs. $195.00
28. SOLD
31. Klein, Philip Shriver. PRESIDENT JAMES BUCHANAN: A BIOGRAPHY. University Park; The Pennsylvania State University Press, (1962); 506p; excellent, light soil. $30.00
32. Lewis, Lloyd. SHERMAN, FIGHTING PROPHET. New York; Harcourt, Brace and Company, (1932); 690p; First Ed.; dj. Above average condition. $110.00
33. Lewis, Lloyd. MYTHS AFTER LINCOLN. New York: The Press of the Readers Club, (1941); 367p; dj, excellent. $20.00
34. Macartney, Clarence Edward; LINCOLN AND HIS CABINET; New York; Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1931; 366p; dj, excellent. Quite scarce, esp. in dj. $95.00
35. McCoy, Charles A. POLK AND THE PRESIDENCY. Austin: University of Texas Press, (1960); 238p; owner inscribed, dj, excellent. $125.00
36. McCullough, David. JOHN ADAMS. New York: Simon & Schuster, (2001); 751p; dj, excellent. A favorite of most readers. $35.00
37. Milgrom, Herbert; ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A PRESS PORTRAIT; Chicago; Quadrangle Books, 1971; 519p; dj, excellent. Signed bookplate. $175.00
38. Morrel, Martha McBride; YOUNG HICKORY: THE LIFE AND TIME OF PRESIDENT JAMES K. POLK. New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., 1949. 381p; inscribed and signed; First Ed; dj, excellent; stains on the fore-edge. $275.00
39. Mitgang, Herbert; ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A PRESS PORTRAIT; Chicago; Quadrangle Books, 1971; 519p; dj, excellent. Signed bookplate. $175.00
42. Sold

A CLASSIC T.R. BIOGRAPHY
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Niven, John. JOHN C. CALHOUN AND THE PRICE OF UNION: A BIOGRAPHY. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, (1988); 367p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $45.00

Niven, John. SALMON P. CHASE A BIOGRAPHY. New York: Oxford University Press, 1995; 546p; First Ed.; dj, excellent. $75.00

Oates, Stephen B. WITH MALICE TOWARD NONE: THE LIFE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. New York: Harper & Row Publishers, (1977); 492p; First Ed; dj, light chipping/tear. $35.00

Parmet, S. Herbert & Hecht, B. Marie. AARON BURR: PORTRAIT OF AN AMBITIOUS MAN. New York: The Macmillan Company, (1967); 399p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $45.00

Perret, Geoffrey. LINCOLN'S WAR: THE UNTOLD STORY OF AMERICA'S GREATEST PRESIDENT AS COMMANDER IN CHIEF. New York: Random House, (2004); 470p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $35.00

Peskin, Allan. GARFIELD. The Kent State University Press, (1978); 716p; dj, excellent. $65.00

Peterson, Merrill D. LINCOLN IN AMERICAN MEMORY. New York: Oxford University Press, 1994; 482p; First Ed.; dj, excellent. $85.00

Pinkser, Matthew. LINCOLN'S SANCTUARY: ABRAHAM LINCOLN AND THE SOLDIERS' HOME. New York: Oxford University Press, 2003; 256p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $45.00

Pletcher, David M. THE DIPLOMACY OF ANNEXATION: TEXAS, OREGON, AND THE MEXICAN WAR. University of Missouri Press, (1973); 656p; dj, excellent. $65.00

Randall, J.G. CONSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS UNDER LINCOLN. Urbana: The University of Illinois Press, 1951; 596p; dj, excellent. $275.00

Rayback, Robert J. MILLARD FILLMORE BIOGRAPHY OF A PRESIDENT: Buffalo: Henry Stewart Inc., (1959); signed; 470p; the true First Ed; dj, light fading. $65.00

Reeves, Thomas C. GENTLEMAN BOSS: THE LIFE OF CHESTER ALAN ARTHUR. New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1975; 500p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $225.00

Seager, Robert II. AND TYLER TOO: BIOGRAPHY OF JOHN & JULIA GARDINER TYLER; New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. (1963); 681p; First Ed. dj, excellent. $45.00

Sibley, Katherine A. FIRST LADY FLORENCE HARDING: BEHIND THE TRAGEDY AND CONTROVERSY; University Press of Kansas, (2009); 366p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $25.00

Sievers, Harry J. BENJAMIN HARRISON HOOSIER: THROUGH THE CIVIL WAR YEARS, 1833-1865. 3 VOL.; New York; University Publishers Inc., (1956 - 1968); 374p, 502p, 419p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $150.00

Simon, Paul. LINCOLN'S PREPARATION FOR GREATNESS: THE ILLINOIS LEGISLATIVE YEARS. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, (1965); 335p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $125.00

Smith, Stuart M. DOUGLAS SOUTHLAND FREEMAN ON LEADERSHIP. White Mane Publishing Company; 262p; First Ed; dj, excellent. $25.00

Stobers, Edward Jr. BLOOD ON THE MOON: THE ASSASSINATION OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. The University Press of Kentucky, (2001); 342p; dj, excellent. $25.00

THE COMPLETE SET OF THIS CLASSIC BIOGRAPHY

55. SOLD


62. Wells, Damon. STEPHEN DOUGLAS: THE LAST YEARS, 1857-1861; Austin; University of Texas press, (1971); 342p; dj, excellent.


64. White, Ronald C. Jr. THE ELOQUENT PRESIDENT. New York: Random House, (2005); 488p; First Ed; dj, excellent.

65. Sold


$90.00

$90.00

$150.00

$30.00